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Abstract
The latest fashion of ‘unconscious bias training’ is a diversity intervention based on unproven 
suppositions and is unlikely to help eliminate racism in the workplace. Knowing about bias does 
not automatically result in changes in behaviour by managers and employees. Even if ‘unconscious 
bias training’ has the theoretical potential to change behaviour, it will depend on the type of racism: 
symbolic/modern/colour-blind, aversive or blatant. In addition, even if those deemed racist are 
motivated to change behaviour, structural constraints can militate against pro-diversity actions. 
Agency is overstated by psychology-inspired ‘unconscious bias training’ proponents, leading them 
to assume the desirability and effectiveness of this type of diversity training intervention, but from 
a critical diversity perspective (sociologically influenced) the training looks pointless.
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Introduction

The latest fashion in diversity management is ‘unconscious bias training’ whereby man-
agers and employees are first put through online tests that almost invariably prove they 
are all biased and are then required to discuss how they can manage this bias to prevent 
it having a negative effect on workplace social interactions and decisions. The impor-
tance of recognising and tackling unconscious bias has been given impetus by the UK 
government’s announcement of name-blind CVs for civil service recruits and similar 
initiatives by high profile graduate recruiters such as Deloitte, KPMG, HSBC, BBC and 
the NHS. The professional body, the Chartered Institute for Personnel and Development, 
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has called for this to be extended to age, and some organisations have blinded other 
aspects; for example, the law firm Clifford Chance have been obscuring details of appli-
cants’ universities to try to eliminate the Oxbridge bias of their recruiters. Facebook is 
perhaps the best known organisation to declare its commitment to tackling unconscious 
bias and has published its training material online (https://managingbias.fb.com) for 
other organisations to share. More recently, a government sponsored report has recom-
mended the creation of a free, online, unconscious bias training resource available to 
everyone in the UK and mandatory unconscious bias training for all employees in all 
organisations, with additional intensive sessions for managers and executives (McGregor-
Smith, 2017).

While the intention of addressing bias is laudable, the awareness training that typi-
cally accompanies these initiatives makes a series of assumptions about bias and pro-
diversity action that can be challenged from a critical diversity perspective. This article 
argues that by incorporating sociological reasoning into what has been principally a 
psychology-led diversity initiative, there can be a more robust evaluation of unconscious 
bias in general, and racial bias in particular. The argument developed below is split into 
two components: first, to relate bias to types of racism; and second, to moderate the 
overemphasis on agency. Both components raise concerns about the supposed value and 
potential effectiveness of ‘unconscious bias training’.

Unconscious bias and racism1

Typing the term ‘unconscious bias’ into a search engine produces plenty of hits and many 
definitions. The following features sum up the general standpoint:

Everyone possesses bias.

People are mostly unaware of the bias.

It is deeply engrained.

It influences attitudes.

It probably influences behaviour.

It can be measured (or at least quantified).

Ubiquity and quantifiability are the features most likely to explain why the concept 
is popular in the diversity management realm. Social psychologists have developed 
various methods of accessing the biases people possess, but most influential have been 
the computer based Implicit Association Tests, among which the Harvard IAT 
(Greenwald et al., 1998) stands out as widely used and extensively cited. These types 
of tests evaluate a person’s positive and negative associations between concepts, 
images or words, and are deployed by social scientists for a range of purposes (from 
evaluating voting intentions to exploring patterns of consumption). In particular they 
are used to evaluate forms of bias – such as racial preference – that might be ‘uncon-
scious’; that is, not explicitly acknowledged by the individual being tested. The IAT is 
based on the principle that the time it takes to respond to a particular stimulus (the 
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response latency, measured in micro-seconds) is an indicator of the strength of an asso-
ciation. For example, in relation to the IAT designed to measure racial bias, partici-
pants see images of people from different ethnic backgrounds and pair them with a 
range of positive and negative attributes. For each participant the tests are repeated in 
various formats and at the end of the battery the participant is provided with a score of 
his or her racial preference for one group over another. The benefits of using the IAT 
is that, unlike self-report measures, the participant cannot easily manipulate the 
response, and the bias can be evaluated even if the participants are unaware of their 
bias or claim not to hold strong views or opinions.

The use of the IAT is not without critics; for example, Blanton and Jaccard (2008) 
provide a meticulous dissection of the measurement methods and scientific robustness of 
the Harvard IAT designed to measure racial bias, leading them to call for caution and 
dismiss the claims of pervasive unconscious racism as not yet empirically proven (see 
also Fiedler et al., 2006). The argument developed in this article is less concerned with 
the integrity of the measure than its potential influence in defining and directing diversity 
management interventions. So the science behind the test and the quality of the work of 
the psychologists is not being questioned here, but concerns are being raised about the 
absence of adequate reflection on the social implications and conceptual underpinning in 
transposing tests of bias into diversity interventions intended (laudably) to address racial 
disadvantage.2

The unconscious bias narrative generally takes the form of an assertion that almost 
everyone is a suppressed racist (or at least exhibits a strong racial preference). The evi-
dence for the generalisation about racism comes from the Harvard race IAT, particularly 
the implicit bias from white individuals towards other ethnic groups (Greenwald and 
Krieger, 2006). The narrative then asserts that since this acts at an unconscious level it 
influences our decisions and actions, but knowing about preferences brings them to the 
surface and allows people to take action to moderate them, hence the need for uncon-
scious bias training.

There is a huge leap from knowing about bias to acting differently that is assumed by 
proponents of unconscious bias training initiatives.3 Here is where a critical diversity 
perspective (sociologically influenced) can be deployed: first, to examine the varieties of 
racism that underpin bias and the likely effectiveness of ‘unconscious bias training’ 
(henceforth UBT) in influencing racists; and second, to critique the overstatement of 
agency and the assumed pro-diversity direction of changed behaviour.

Racial bias and theories of new racism

A contemporary line of reasoning is that traditional, blatant racism has been suppressed 
and that expressions of racism take more subtle, covert and less visible forms. These 
forms of ‘new racism’ (Barker, 1981; Sniderman et al., 1991) are a result of changing 
social norms that render it no longer acceptable openly to express racist views, and are 
reinforced by laws restricting particular behaviours and practices within workplaces. 
Two theory groups define the key elements of new racism and offer different but largely 
complementary emphases to explain the changes in the contemporary expression of 
racism.
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New racism 1: Symbolic racism/modern racism/colour-blind racism

There are some subtle differences between the conceptualisation of symbolic racism 
(Sears, 1988; Sears and Henry, 2003), modern racism (McConahay, 1986) and colour-
blind racism (Bonilla-Silva, 2002) but they can be clustered together here due to their 
common themes. Theorists suggest that animosity towards racial minorities remains 
deeply embedded but is less likely to be expressed through blatant prejudice than through 
actions that fail to help or to support the advancement of minorities, such as criticism of, 
or non-compliance with, workplace equality/diversity initiatives. Similarly, this is cou-
pled with an opinion that racial discrimination is no longer a problem and that ethnic 
minorities are pushing too far and too hard. Importantly, these views are associated with 
conservative values that are resistant to changes that might undermine certain core 
beliefs, particularly individualism and self-reliance. Finally, they also share a common 
assumption – but most clearly expressed in modern racism – that the values are deeply 
embedded because they are learned in childhood, reinforced through peer groups and 
perpetuated through stereotypes in the media. The negative racial attitudes are not 
acquired through personal experience of inter-racial encounters.

The preferences and attitudes are explicit rather than hidden. Symbolic, modern and 
colour-blind racists are aware of their biases and do not conceal their views since they 
are expressing a socially acceptable form of racism. Indeed, it might be argued that there 
is nothing particularly new about these forms, merely they are a moderated expression of 
racial bias reflecting the changing social context and more tolerant social norms – 
although exponents of the theories have demonstrated empirical differences from tradi-
tional racism (for example, Sears et al., 1997). Whether a distinctive step or simply a 
continuation, it is likely that UBT would have no impact on symbolic, modern or colour-
blind racists because they would be unsurprised and unperturbed by their IAT result 
(since they are self-aware in relation to their race attitudes; Nail et al., 2003) and there-
fore would not need this result to stimulate reflection on how their racial preferences 
might inform and guide their behaviours.

New racism 2: Aversive racism

The theory of aversive racism (Dovidio and Gaertner, 2000; Gaertner and Dovidio, 1986) 
proposes that some people are proud about their lack of prejudice and they express egali-
tarian views, yet deep-down they hold negative beliefs about racial minorities due to 
discomfort or anxiety stemming from their own sociocultural influences. As a conse-
quence, their actions and behaviour manifest a subtle racism that becomes evident where 
there are ambiguous social norms, where discrimination against a particular ethnic group 
can be rationalised by reasons other than race (for example, business needs) or where 
there is opportunity for prosocial behaviour to their own group (for example, discounting 
negative aspects of same group candidates when making selection decisions; Dovidio 
and Gaertner, 2000).

Given that aversive racists are unaware of their condition, the IAT might seem a valu-
able tool in accessing their unconscious biases. Indeed, the technique has been used to 
distinguish aversive racists from truly non-prejudiced people: both hold low-prejudiced 
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explicit attitudes, but aversive racists have high prejudiced implicit attitudes (Son Hing 
et al., 2008). This lack of awareness of their prejudices renders aversive racists immune 
to standard methods of race awareness training where the immorality, illegality or busi-
ness penalty of prejudice is stressed: immune not because they do not accept these issues 
as important but because aversive racists think the issues do not apply to them, given 
they credit themselves with being both non-prejudiced and advocates of egalitarian val-
ues. Logically, it might also be assumed that UBT is an alternative intervention ideally 
suited to aversive racists since it reveals something they do not know about themselves 
and confronts them with the unpalatable message that they have deep-set race biases, in 
spite of their claims to be non-racist in their talk and action. The problem with this rev-
elation is that it does not necessarily lead to a change in action. Researchers have found 
that one consequence for some aversive racists armed with this greater self-awareness is 
that they become worried about their behaviour and withdraw from encounters with 
other racial groups for fear that they will say or do something offensive (Gaertner and 
Dovidio, 1986). Moreover, becoming aware of bias and being told to act differently does 
not change the residual unconscious bias.

To sum up, only the aversive racists are likely to be amenable to UBT, and even then 
it is unclear whether exposure to self-reflection will lead to behavioural change. The 
other types of racists are likely to be unchallenged and unmoved by learning of their 
biases, and are unlikely to change their behaviour. Ironically, those most likely to be 
amenable to UBT are not found among the racist types above but are those who are dis-
playing the lowest (or no) racial preference and who may be already committed to enact-
ing equal opportunity principles. Of course, they are also the people who least need UBT.

The unconsciousness of bias and the issue of agency

The failure to recognise that UBT is likely to be least effective for those whose actions 
most need modification is due to the inadequate treatment of agency and responsibility. 
Part of the allure of the notion of unconscious bias is that it is not about blame. It is con-
venient to believe that racial discrimination is not a product of our conscious thought but 
deeply embedded, so discrimination is not really our fault. It is the expression of some-
thing unspecified and possibly primeval such as fear of outsiders, threat to the group, or 
need for group membership and protection. This admonishes the symbolic racist of 
responsibility for their own racially discriminatory action while reaffirming their right to 
assert their cultural (and conservative) values. It provides a convenient excuse for con-
tinuing to say and do the same things. For the aversive racist, once they have recovered 
from the shock of finding out they are really a racist deep down, they might change, but 
equally they might decide this is beyond their control and not alter their behaviour.

The no-blame view that people are ignorant about the pervasiveness of their racial 
preferences leads to a possible explanation of ‘false consciousness’ (along with its con-
ceptual limitations). The argument might run as follows. Unaware of their true biases, the 
manager or employee cannot fully recognise the reality of their attitudinal frame of refer-
ence, so cannot therefore choose to act in the best interests of equality and diversity; 
however, the objectivity of the IAT reveals a truth about racial preference which, although 
sometimes unpalatable, allows the individual to choose his or her present and future 
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action from an informed perspective. Of course, this explanation is replete with prob-
lems: the supposed lack of individual self-awareness; the assumption that others objec-
tively know best; the implication that agency can only be enacted in the light of objective 
revelation; and the underlying validity of the test and artefacts of measurement.

Even if agency is assumed to be potentially enacted through awareness of bias, then 
studies have not proven a direct causal link between IAT score and discriminatory behav-
iour (for insight into the debate among psychologists, see Josta et al., 2009; Tetlock and 
Mitchell, 2009). An obvious explanation is that people self-regulate their behaviour, so 
do not operate solely on the deep-set biases, but are guided by social norms and con-
strained by opportunities and organisational rules (both formal and informal). Moreover, 
even if unconscious bias is a problem because of the impact on behaviour in some cir-
cumstances, there is the distinct possibility that UBT is not the solution. In a systematic 
evaluation of diversity programmes for the advancement of women and ethnic minorities 
into management, Kalev et al. (2006) found diversity training initiatives addressing bias 
to be one of the least effective methods. Indeed, such interventions have been found in 
some circumstances to solidify existing attitudes or create backlash (Kowal et al., 2013; 
Kulik et al., 2000). From an extensive review of 985 published studies of prejudice 
reduction, Paluck and Green (2009) conclude that there are plenty of ideas and theories, 
but no evidence conclusive enough to develop confident policy making. More recently, 
a meta-analysis of the effects of diversity training (covering 260 studies published over 
the last 40 years) leads the authors to argue that while there is evidence of diversity train-
ing success in the short term, and especially when combined with other initiatives, there 
is ‘no compelling evidence that long-term effects of diversity training are sustainable in 
relation to attitudinal/affective outcomes’ (Bezrukova et al., 2016: 1243).

Notwithstanding the criticism so far, let us assume that awareness of bias by individu-
als can lead to a change in their actions, or at the very least can have a consciousness-
raising effect that might start the process of change. There remains a huge question about 
the willingness of the individual to change. It has already been noted above that it will 
depend on the type of racism, but overlaying this are issues of context and praxis. Social 
psychologists have shown that in experimental conditions behavioural changes can occur 
when individuals are exposed to their prejudices and stereotypes, but self-regulation is 
most likely when there are low time pressures, the need for accuracy is very high, and the 
outcome is important and depends on high levels of cooperation (for example, Brief and 
Barsky, 2000; Devine, 1989; Fiske, 2002; Monteith, 1993). In the normal, day-to-day 
operations of organisations, such conditions are rare. From a comprehensive review of 
the evidence, Quillan (2006: 319) concludes that ‘implicit biases are more strongly 
linked to subtle behaviours that are difficult to control, such as nonverbal behaviour in 
interaction, whereas explicit biases are more strongly related to verbal statements’. In 
other words, even if an individual is motivated to act, the actual effect on a wide range of 
his or her behaviour is likely to be limited.

From a sociological perspective the limited proven effectiveness in changing behav-
iour presents a huge deficiency because research reveals that racial discrimination is 
covertly and perniciously secreted in the small, commonplace actions and interactions of 
the workplace. These are not new phenomena but become more visible when acts of 
overt racism recede. Conceptualised variously as everyday racism (Essed, 1991), subtle 
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discrimination (Rowe, 1990), micro-aggressions (Sue et al., 2007) and selective incivil-
ity (Cortina, 2008), the common root is both their focus on the ordinary events of work-
ing life and their reliance on the accounts of social action by those who experience them: 
the targets of discrimination. Van Laer and Janssens (2011), Deitch et al. (2003) and 
Ogbonna and Harris (2006) identify and categorise acts with the defining features of 
being small with attributional ambiguity. For example, compared with others, a person’s 
opinion seems to be ignored more frequently, they do not seem to be praised for good 
work, they get challenging comments about their religion or background, the lift door is 
not held for them, or they have their authority questioned. For each of these micro acts 
the person cannot be certain that perpetrators have a racial motivation behind their action. 
With no prima facie evidence, organisational equality and diversity policy, grievance 
procedures or discrimination law can offer no support.

Collectively, this type of behaviour has the powerful effect of signalling to organisa-
tional participants that they do not really belong – highlighted vividly by the ‘I, too, am 
Harvard’ campaign.4 These behaviours can constitute the informal workplace culture and 
can influence the processes through which people become included in or excluded from 
organisational life. In addition, persistent and pernicious everyday discrimination can have 
a detrimental effect on the well-being of the targets, not least because of the stress caused 
by the attributional ambiguity and the absence of means of redress (see Deitch et al., 2003 
for a discussion of evidence). If UBT cannot influence these everyday acts, then the lived 
experiences of ethnic minorities are not altered, so what is the point of the training?

What of structure in all this? The focus on individual preferences produces profiles of 
bias that imply potential for discriminatory treatment, action or decisions. The emphasis 
therefore lies with changing the behaviour of individuals rather than exploring the struc-
tures and context that might produce and reproduce bias. In many respects the forward-
looking approach – with the message that what matters is the action you take in the future 
– fits with a blame-free and optimistic narrative that assumes changes in individual 
behaviour will eliminate discriminatory treatment. This wholly agent-focused approach 
understates or ignores the structural constraints of action. Structures are hugely impor-
tant in embedding racial disadvantage, sometimes labelled institutional racism, and mak-
ing organisations resistant to agendas for change. This has been well documented 
empirically in WES (recent examples include Harris and Ogbonna, 2015; Hudson et al., 
2017; McGinnity and Lunn, 2011). Solutions can range from advocating liberal, incre-
mental initiatives associated with positive action (for example, Ashley, 2010) to calls for 
the radical intervention of positive discrimination (for example, Noon, 2010). Studies 
falling within this range do not deny the role of agency – indeed, they invariably identify 
management choice in the decision processes – but they underline the importance of 
organisational processes, habitus and power resources. The persistence of disadvantage 
suggests that a turn towards the individual is the wrong direction. Instead there is the 
potential need to seek interventions that address social group disadvantage by focusing 
on fair distribution in the outcomes of social rewards. This might require (as argued by 
Noon, 2010) a reconsideration of positive discrimination (even if selective and tempo-
rary) or less extreme progressive interventions such as matched shortlists or tie-break 
decisions where social group characteristics are taken into account (allowable under the 
UK’s 2010 Equality Act) (see Noon, 2010, 2012).
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While the turn towards the racist individual potentially distracts from the long-stand-
ing issues of structural disadvantage and overstates the agency of organisational mem-
bers, it is consistent with the general drift towards the individualisation of the equality 
agenda with the emergence of managing diversity. Just as the diversity agenda has super-
seded the equality agenda, so the individual has replaced the collective as the object of 
analysis and intervention; thus failure can be attributed to individual action rather than 
collective responsibility. Denuded further, the agency of the individual is sourced to a 
deep-set, unconscious bias and responsibility is pushed further away from the systemic 
failures of the processes, procedures and operations of the organisation. Ironically and 
optimistically, the ultimate reduction to the unconscious mind can re-open sociological 
explorations of structural constraint (such as education, upbringing, socialisation and 
context) if explanations and remedies are sought for the origins and pathology of bias. 
My advocacy is for work sociologists and critical organisational theory scholars to take 
this opportunity to engage with, deepen and diversify the narrative of unconscious bias. 
For example, it might be possible to deploy Brook’s (2013) interpretation of the dialogi-
cal self, which allows exploration of the tension within the individual in work and 
through the collective experience of work; this locates social context, power, subjectivity 
and agency. Equally, for example, the articulation of emotionologies by Fineman (2008) 
might be of relevance to explore the way dominant social values are reproduced (discur-
sively and through institutional practices) and influence a range of feelings, including 
attitudes towards others. These subtle and (arguably) unconscious influences derive from 
social context and can only be challenged through social action. It requires looking 
within and beyond the individual.

Conclusion

This article is encouraging critical debate about the value and use of the technique of 
unconscious bias training that is currently fashionable in organisations, often led by 
diversity consultants and greatly influenced by psychology. At present, the UBT initia-
tives are in their infancy and the flurry of interest must be due to their intuitive appeal to 
managers because there is no evidence base of effectiveness. This is particularly con-
cerning given there are already a wide range of longer-standing diversity training inter-
ventions that seek to educate, influence attitudes and impact behaviour, each offering 
different pedagogical approaches and content (Swan, 2009), and which create important, 
safe, reflexive conditions for participants to explore group dynamics. The purpose of the 
critique above is not to disparage attempts to reduce bias but to question whether this 
latest particular fashion for UBT is likely to be any more robust. The conceptual scrutiny 
above in relation to racial bias suggests not, and the following question emerges: What is 
the point of UBT if the measurement technique shows everyone is biased, there is no 
proven link between knowing about bias and changing behaviour, only one sub-group 
(aversive racists) are likely to self-reflect enough to perhaps change their behaviour, and 
the type of change will likely have least impact on the most pernicious everyday racism 
in the workplace?

Beyond the conceptual concerns, there is also the need to address a series of empirical 
questions such as: What are varying forms and types of UBT tools and techniques? What 
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are the effects of these interventions? How do they differ in comparison? What kinds of 
organisations are adopting UBT, for which groups and for what reasons? What is the role 
of diversity consultants as agents in the process of UBT adoption? Finally, there are also 
the questions of why UBT should be more effective than other diversity training initia-
tives (which have a patchy record), and whether there are particular contexts or circum-
stances that might influence the success or failure of UBT initiatives.

The critique presented above does not challenge the laudable motive of removing the 
consequences of racial bias, but questions whether UBT is the appropriate solution for 
this particular problem. One danger is that UBT is adopted as a quick-fix rather than the 
start of an on-going and possibly lengthy process of reflection, discussion and aware-
ness-raising, in keeping with cooperative learning approaches. By adopting UBT, senior 
managers can demonstrate that their organisation is taking action to tackle the problem 
of racial bias, which can also be legitimised as scientific (to help convince the sceptics), 
but it has the traits of a fad suited to a resurgence in behavioural science in an era of big 
data. This is not necessarily bad if it gets people talking about discrimination, but it is 
yet another distraction from the embedded, structural disadvantages within organisa-
tions; disadvantages that require far more radical solutions than introspective sessions 
that simply nudge managers and employees, often begrudgingly, into recognising that 
they are biased.
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Notes

1. Racism is used throughout the article to denote an ideological position where race/ethnic 
categories are deployed to define a racial hierarchy that guides social action. The categories 
might arise from assumptions about biological determinism or be socially constructed.

2. The long-standing tension between sociological and psychological perspectives plays out in 
the unconscious bias training approaches, and my argument is that a sociological counter-
narrative needs to be developed. The intention is to open up debate, moderate expectations 
about the assumed need for UBT and caution against possible faddist tendencies to bridge 
managing diversity and inclusion (Oswick and Noon, 2014).

3. I am grateful to one of the referees for recommending I make clear that unconscious bias 
training is one of a variety of approaches and there are other longer-standing traditions such 
as group relations/psychodynamic group work and adult education (for example used by trade 
unions) that emphasise collective consciousness raising.

4. The ‘I, too, am Harvard’ awareness-raising campaign highlighted racial micro-aggressions 
by showing a series of photos of students holding placards illustrating the types of comments 
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often made to them which ascribed difference, defined them as outsiders, and revealed igno-
rance and prejudice. The campaign was replicated by other universities.
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